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ePiL 79 October-December 2011
The latest is a bumper issue to bring you right up to date with all the dynamic changes going on in planning. Features on the draft National Planning Policy Framework including by Sir Simon Jenkins, Fosters' Thames Hub, The London riots, neighbourhood planning, the Olympic legacy, localism and growth and of course Sir Terry Farrell and many more!

Just go to http://www.planninginlondon.com >Latest Issue

In PiL and on line > DIRECTORY find:
• Latest planning performance statistics for all London boroughs
• Planning Advice: where to find specialist consultants
• Listing of all London Borough planning and environment departments and other useful contacts

NPPF Implications for London - what next?

A Planning in London magazine Seminar

The new National Planning Policy Framework sets the background to all planning decisions. Most controversial has been the presumption in favour of sustainable development where new local Neighbourhood Plans don’t exist. What are the implications for London where new neighbourhood groups are making their power felt? How are local authorities managing the emerging relationships? This is a technical seminar for all those working in the built environment, with views from local group leaders.

Join us for this special Planning in London seminar which will bring together key protagonists from government and the market to debate and discuss the impact and opportunities being created by the reforms for everyone in the industry

The programme will cover;
• How are new neighbourhood forums and neighbourhood plans emerging in London?
• Understanding the different approaches and relationship between neighbourhood plans and local plans?
• Will neighbourhoods be able to achieve their goals, or will the NPPF stand in the way?
• Will neighbourhood plans overlapping with a BID?
• What happens if there is no neighborhood or Local Development Framework in place?
• Do developers think the new system will work?
• Will we get better development?

Booking details
DELEGATE PLACE PRICE  £89.00 + VAT
To reserve your place email NPPF Seminar Bookings@planninginlondon.com

One to attend - Localism Bill and Neighbourhood Planning conference on 25th November 2011. Hosted by Build Up at the University of Westminster. Details:
http://buildup.westminster.ac.uk/courses/info

The next meeting of the London Planning & Development Forum is on Monday 12th December 2.30pm at RICS London, 12 Great George Street SW1
Details at http://www.planninginlondon.com > LP&DF.
To confirm attendance please email robplan@btconnect.com

FREE! BIID Interior Design Job Book by Diana & Stephen Yakeley, £50 from RIBA Publications. ePiL competition, but with the catch: if you win you have to review it!
Just email planninginlondon.com with the subject epil competition and your postal address and the editor will pick the winner from his riding hat!

--------------------------------------------------
To advertise in the 1212 PiL Yearbook just call 01061 872 6667. Details on the PiL homepage.
--------------------------------------------------
Magazine of the Year (non-weekly) international building press awards 2007, Finalist 2008 & 2010 and again for 2011!
ePiL is the quarterly email newsletter which follows publication of each issue of the journal and which goes to over 10,000 members of Forum organisations.
If you don’t want to receive ePiL, or if you are receiving more than one copy and want to cancel this one, please email planninginlondon@mac.com with the subject UNSUBSCRIBE and paste the ‘To’: line into the Subject field and you will be removed from the mailing list if it came directly from us. ePiL is also distributed by RIBA, RTPI, RICS and other Forum members. Your email address is not provided to any other party.
--
**A Planning in London magazine Seminar**

Hosted by Berwin Leighton Paisner, Adelaide House, London Bridge, London, EC4R 9HA on **Friday 25th November 2011, 8:30 - 11:30**

The new National Planning Policy Framework sets the background to all planning decisions. Most controversial has been the presumption in favour of sustainable development where new local Neighbourhood Plans don’t exist. What are the implications for London where new neighbourhood groups are making their power felt? How are local authorities managing the emerging relationships? This is a technical seminar for all those working in the built environment, with views from local group leaders.

Join us for this special **Planning in London** seminar which will bring together key protagonists from government and the market to debate and discuss the impact and opportunities being created by the reforms for everyone in the industry.

The programme will cover:

- How are new neighbourhood forums and neighbourhood plans emerging in London?
- Understanding the different approaches and relationship between neighbourhood plans and local plans?
- Will neighbourhoods be able to achieve their goals, or will the NPPF stand in the way?
- Will neighbourhood plans overlapping with a BID?
- What happens if there is no neighborhood or Local Development Framework in place?
- Do developers think the new system will work?
- Will we get better development?

**Booking details**

**DELEGATE PLACE PRICE** £89.00 + VAT

To reserve your place email NPPF_Seminar_Bookings@planninginlondon.com

-----------------------------------------------

**One to attend** - Localism Bill and Neighbourhood Planning conference on 25th November 2011. Hosted by Build Up at the University of Westminster.

Details: [http://buildup.westminster.ac.uk/courses/info](http://buildup.westminster.ac.uk/courses/info)

-----------------------------------------------

The next meeting of the **London Planning & Development Forum** is on **Monday 12th December 2.30pm**

at RICS London, 12 Great George Street SW1


To confirm attendance please email robplan@btconnect.com

-----------------------------------------------

**FREE!** BILD Interior Design Job Book by Diana & Stephen Yakeley, £50 from RIBA Publications. ePiL competition, but with the catch: if you win you have to review it!

Just email to planninginlondon.com with the subject epil competition and your postal address and the editor will pick the winner from his riding hat!

-----------------------------------------------

To advertise in the **1212 PiL Yearbook** just call 01061 872 6667. Details on the PiL homepage.

-----------------------------------------------
The latest is a bumper issue to bring you right up to date with all the dynamic changes going on in planning. Features on the draft National Planning Policy Framework including by Sir Simon Jenkins, Fosters' Thames Hub, The London riots, neighbourhood planning, the Olympic legacy, localism and growth and of course Sir Terry Farrell and many more!

Just go to http://www.planninginlondon.com >Latest Issue

In PiL and on line > DIRECTORY find:
• Latest planning performance statistics for all London boroughs
• Planning Advice: where to find specialist consultants
• Listing of all London Borough planning and environment departments and other useful contacts

NPPF Implications for London - what next?
A Planning in London magazine Seminar
The new National Planning Policy Framework sets the background to all planning decisions. Most controversial has been the presumption in favour of sustainable development where new local Neighbourhood Plans don't exist. What are the implications for London where new neighbourhood groups are making their power felt? How are local authorities managing the emerging relationships? This is a technical seminar for all those working in the built environment, with views from local group leaders.

Join us for this special Planning in London seminar which will bring together key protagonists from government and the market to debate and discuss the impact and opportunities being created by the reforms for everyone in the industry
The programme will cover;
· How are new neighbourhood forums and neighbourhood plans emerging in London?
· Understanding the different approaches and relationship between neighbourhood plans and local plans?
· Will neighbourhoods be able to achieve their goals, or will the NPPF stand in the way?
· Will neighbourhood plans overlapping with a BID?
· What happens if there is no neighborhood or Local Development Framework in place?
· Do developers think the new system will work?
· Will we get better development?

Booking details
DELEGATE PLACE PRICE  £89.00 + VAT
To reserve your place email NPPF Seminar Bookings@planninginlondon.com

One to attend - Localism Bill and Neighbourhood Planning conference on 25th November 2011. Hosted by Build Up at the University of Westminster.
Details: http://buildup.westminster.ac.uk/courses/info

The next meeting of the London Planning & Development Forum is on Monday 12th December 2.30pm at RICS London, 12 Great George Street SW1
Details at http://www.planninginlondon.com > LP&DF.
To confirm attendance please email robplan@btconnect.com

FREE! BiID Interior Design Job Book by Diana & Stephen Yakeley, £50 from RIBA Publications. ePiL competition, but with the catch: if you win you have to review it!
Just email planninginlondon.com with the subject ePiL competition and your postal address and the editor will pick the winner from his riding hat!

To subscribe to Planning in London contact:
http://www.planninginlondon.com

--

Magazine of the Year (non-weekly) international building press awards 2007, Finalist 2008 & 2010 and again for 2011!

ePiL is the quarterly email newsletter which follows publication of each issue of the journal and which goes to over 10,000 members of Forum organisations.

If you don't want to receive ePiL, or if you are receiving more than one copy and want to cancel this one, please email planninginlondon@mac.com with the subject UNSUBSCRIBE and paste the "To": line into the Subject field and you will be removed from the mailing list if it came directly from us. ePiL is also distributed by RIBA, RTPI, RICS and other Forum members. Your email address is not provided to any other party.
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